
This is DMV’s ninth Peak Performance meeting; sixth report-out. 

 

Attendees: Tony Frazzini (DMV Director), PJ Taylor (DMV Deputy Director), Illya Scott (DMV), Chris Bradshaw (DMV), 
Sarah Kurz (Citywide Marketing Director), Jerry Tinianow (Citywide Sustainability Director), Steve Ellington 
(Treasurer), David Edinger (Chief Performance Officer), Scotty Martin (BMO), Laurel Delmonico (Associate Financial 
Management Analyst) 



DMV has finished, or is currently working on strategies and tactics highlighted in blue. 

 

DMV plans to update their strategic plan in Q1 2013.  
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Wait Times shown are for Plate and Title customers only, who have no choice but to come into a branch location to 
complete their transaction. DMV is committed to reducing wait time for these customers in particular.  
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Dealer volume at the NE branch increased 4% year to date.  

Dealer volume at the SW branch increased 9% year to date. 

Dealer volume at the NW branch decreased 8% year to date.  

Dealer volume at the Welton branch decreased 6% year to date.  

 

DMV believes this shift in volume away from the NW and Welton branches is due to the dedicated dealer lines 
offered at the SW and NE branches.  
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 DMV is making continued improvements in reducing the wait times over the past 13 month timeframe; August 
2012 was an all-time best. 
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 Based upon customer feedback DMV is hoping to provide posters of “why stand in line?” for each of the branch 
locations. 

DMV added the “how to” videos and information on what to do if you never received or lost your renewal card to 
the website to assist the customer.  A larger scale re-design effort may not occur until 2013, due to other Technology 
Services projects. 
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ODOSUSHI is a training tool which helps DMV technicians diagnose odometer errors and correctly record odometer 
readings.  

DMV hopes to make continued improvements in this type of error over the four month incentive period.   
Odometer errors are the #1 error for all counties in the State. 

DMV is pairing the ODOSUSHI training with an incentive competition between branches.  
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DMV is sponsoring a University of Colorado Denver, School of Public Affairs graduate student capstone project. The 
capstone student is conducting a customer survey for DMV to pinpoint areas of opportunity to impact behavioral 
change around self-service renewal. The survey is a total of eight questions, including whether the customer is aware 
of the on-line and mail-in options for renewal.   
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DMV is using this simple legend to identify progress on key metrics “at a glance.” 
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 One of the first action items Deputy Director PJ Taylor is tackling is to reduce the overtime.  Each Manager is being challenged to find solutions for their 

individual branches. 
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